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THE GAME:
You are the last guardian of the five books. Whenever they appear somewhere in the world, you must find them and survive the

creatures of each book. The fifth book will give you the power to kill the witch and this will put an end to these horrors.Each
time you collect a book you unleash another freaky supernatural being into the game.

RUN,ESCAPE,SHOOT,SURVIVE AND FIND THE 5 BOOKS !
CONTROLS:

The game controls are Classical FPS shooter.
MOBS:

ZOMBIES and INFECTED ANIMALS are very aggressive, THE WITCH will do everything to stop you. she loves dangerous
dogs.She is the big boss off others ,THE PSYCHO-CLOWN love taking time to kill its prey and chase incessantly, THE

TEDDY BEAR has two faces, THE PLANT would see the world made of trees and plants.

For YOUTUBERS :

 REQUEST A FREE KEY HERE :https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5QkUZ9DTKs copy paste process in description
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alpages the five books gameplay. alpages the five books. alpages the five books requisitos. alpages the five books system
requirements

Complete rubbish! The gameplay in this game is ridiculous. Monsters that can not even be seen spawning at stupid frequency
with very poor vision. Heading straight to the refund queue.. You know a game's promising when they have to hack it to stay at
100% hp for the trailer

I bought this game just to point that out

Not quite sure if that supports them or no. This game has no redeeming qualites as of the writing of this review. There is no
interface, and you are dropped into a hastily made map where zombies once in a while attack you.

This is someones for fun project, and not a real game.

There are plenty of real games on Steam for a similar price.

Do. Not. Buy.. After reading all of the negative reviews for this game I was dubious about playing it. Thankfully I was actually
very pleasantly surprised when I did finally boot up the game. You really need to keep your wits about you while playing
because zombies, and other animals will spawn close behind you as well as in front, and with several different types of zombie
spawing randomly, some of which are quite challenging to kill because they are so quick. You will soon find yourself losing
lives rapidly.

Personally I'd much rather play Alpages in third person, because then I'd be able to see zombies and other animals spawning
behind me without having to change my viewpoint constantly; unfortunately that isn't an option and consequently I died
regularily until I developed a style of play that had me circling virtually all of the time to keep my sixes in sight. This did
initially give me a little sea sickness and was exhausting, but once I got used to the style I was able to survive for much longer,
and managed to find three of the books before losing all of my lives.

I've played the game so far for over three hours and have still to get close to beating this very challenging game, that has decent
graphics and sound effects (for the price), with a day and night cycle (when you respwan), and some very atmospheric and at
times spooky environments with the occasional maze like area's that can leave you dazed and confused (I'm now playing my
original copy of Led Zep's first album on my old record deck) and for the ridiculoulsy low price of \u00a30.79\/$0.99 there are
enough game play elements such as power ups; for example, other weapons, ammo and health plants, and if you die, the books
you are collecting do spawn in different places, so you never know where they are going to be from each play through, making
Alpages a very replayable game and IMO well worth purchasing.

  It's not the best survival game I've played, but really, for the price, the time and effort I've personally put into the game has
been a very positive experience and does not deserve such a negative score that it has so far garnered. At least a couple of hours
of game play is needed to really appreciate this game.

Check out AtypicalChuck's review HERE, which I think gives a good and well balanced review of this game. What I don't
understand is why loads of negative reviews come first before you see any thumbs up. That is bound to put a damper
on a lot of community members before they even check the game out via You Tube to see for themselves what the game
play entails. The following videos were not recorded by me. I've added them so that you can see some game play
footage. Both are worth watching through, (one is in French and one in English). The French guy makes me laugh in a
pleasant sort of way.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=0zGaVMHmv-o (43 minutes)

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=LaBdx6dip94 (9 minutes). TRASH!!!!!!! Enough Said. Cannot change mouse inversion.
Unity is supposed to be for beginners in game development, but the default option is to hide mouse sensitivity and inversion
from the player. Developers can obviously not be relied upon to include this option. Unity then becomes a platform to peddle
unfinished games simply for a resume. Unifinished projects show weakness.. total garbage.....waste even for $1.....cant shot,
cant pick up...just run til you die which is FAST
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i played 5 minutes... and was killed 10 times. One of the worst games ever! It's so indy that it's independent of users.. Game is
awful, comments deleted from forum ..All the issues remain , zombies spawn at a ridiculous rate, cant play more than 5 minutes
because this is just awful. I finally get to use the refund option. Do Not waste your time with this one. This game would have to
be the worst 1 dollar game I've ever seen! Even free to play games is better than this peice of crap.
The enemies spawn by the dozens once you get at least 3 or more books(basically the objectives you are supposed to collect in
order to beat the game). The aiming on the guns is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, you don't need to
use it at all due to the crosshair's accuarcy! The power ups (among the first you collect) say you've gotten 1 but you've actually
recieved 2, despite that being nice I still like the text to be at least somewhat accurate! The bosses are so easy to dodge once you
know they're attack patterns after just 30 minutes of gameplay. In the end, this game is bonafide bull, don't buy it! This game
was just sent as a gift from my younger brother when he knew that I loved zombie shooter games, however this game is anything
but a shooter nor anything actually capable of being a good game!. XDDDDDDDDDDDDD
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